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Abstract. In this paper we propose a composite three-step iteration method to obtain a convergence theorem for 
countable family of Lipschitz pseudo-contraction mappings in Hilbert spaces. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Let C be a non-empty closed convex subset of Hilbert space H . A mapping CCT �:  is a k -strictly pseudo-
contraction if  

there exists a constant  k � [0,1) such that�

                  CyxyTIxTIkyxTyTx ��������� ,,)()( 222
��������������������������������������������

(1.1)��

If k =1  , then T  is said to be pseudo-contractive . T  is said to be strongly pseudo-contractive if there   exists a 
positive 

constant )1,0(�� such that T +� I is pseudo-contractive .It is easy to see that k -strictly pseudo-contractions 
are between 

non-expansive mappings and pseudo-contractions 
In 1953 , W.R.Mann[7] introduced the standard Mann’s iterative algorithm which generates a sequence { nx } 
by :          
                            ,0;)1(, 10 	���
� � nTxxxCx nnnnn ��                                                                         

(1.2) 
where  �  )1,0(�	onn� . 

The Mann’s iteration process doesnot generally converge to a fixed point of T even when the fixed point exists. 
If for  

example C is nonempty , closed , convex and bounded subset of real Hilbert space, CCT �: is nonexpansive 
and the 

Mann iteration process is defined by (1.2) with (i)     0lim 

�� nn
�   (ii) �
��


 nn 1
� , one can only prove that 

the sequence  
is an approximate fixed point sequence ,that is .0 ���� nasTxx nn  

To, get the sequence 1}{ 	nnx   to converge a fixed point of  T (when such fixed point exists),some type of 
Compactness  

condition must be additionally imposed either on C (e.g. C is compact) or on T . 
 In 1974 ,Ishikawa[3] introduced the following iteration process ,which in some sense is more general than that 

of Mann  
and which converges to a fixed point  of a Lipschitz pseudo-contractive self map T of C. 
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                                        nnnnn Txxy �� ��
 )1(  

                                         nnnnn Tyxx �� ��
� )1(1                                                                                                        
(1.3) 

where � n� ,� n�  are sequences of positive numbers satisfying the conditions    (i) 10 ��� nn ��     (ii) 

0lim 

�� nn
�  

(iii) .
0

�
��


 nn n��  The iteration method of Ishikawa [3] which is now referred to as the Ishikawa iteration 

method has  
been studied extensively by varies authors (e.g. see[1,5,6] ). 
In 2009 X.L. Qin et.al[8]modified the Mann’s iteration method by using the following composite  iteration 
scheme 
                                           Kxx �
1 ,    arbitrarily chosen 

                                          ])1([ nnnnKn TxxPy �� ��
  

                                           nnnnn yAIxfx )()(1 ��� ��
�                                                                                          
(1.4) 

where HKT �:  is k-strictly pseudo-contractive mapping  KKf �: is contraction ,and A is strongly 
positive bounded 
linear operator on K .Under some mild conditions on the  parameters � n� and � n� ,they proved that the 

sequence }{ nx  

defined by (1.4) converges strongly to a fixed point of T . 
 In 2011Habtu Zegeye et.al.[14] generalized the algorithm given by Tang et.al.[9] to Ishikawa iteration 

process(not hybrid)   
as follows . Let    NiCCT ii ,....2,1,: 
� ,  be the family  of  Lipschitz  pseudocontractive   mappings  with 

Lipschitzian  

constant iL for Ni ,....2,1
 ,respectively . Assume that the interior of  �
N

i
iTFF

1

)(




 is non-empty. 

Let }{ nx be a sequence generated from an arbitrary Cx �0 by 

                                                                                      nnnnnn xTxy �� ��
 )1(  

                                                                                    nnnnnn yTxx �� ��
� )1(1                                         
  (1.5)                                     

under some conditions }{ nx converges strongly to Fx �* . 
More recently motivated by Kim and Xu[4], Yao et.al[12], X.L.Qin et.al.[8],Ming Tian and Xin Jin[10] 
introduced a new composite algorithm 
                                                    Kxx �
0  

                                                 ])1([ nnnnKn TxxPy �� ��
  

                                                .0,)]([1 	���
� nyfFIx nnn ���  

where  T    is   a   k-strictly    pseudo-contraction  from  K  onto H , f  is   self contraction on   K  such   that 

yxyfxf ��� �)()( for all Kyx �, and F is k-Lipschitzian and � -strongly monotone operator 

on K .� n�  and � n� are sequences in [0,1] under some certain approximate assumptions. 
Recently    Qingqing et.al.[2] construct a three step iteration method (as follows) and obtained the results 
motivated by Yao et.al.[13], Tang et.al.[9] and Habtu zegeye et.al.[14]. 
The iteration format is : 
                                         ,)1( nnnnnn xTxz �� ��
  

                                         ,)1( nnnnnn zTxy �� ��
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                                         nnnnnn yTxx �� ��
� )1(1 , 

where }{ nT  be a countable family of uniformly closed and uniformly Lipschitz pseudocontractive mappings. 

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In the present paper motivated by Tang et.al.[9],Habtu et.al.[14],Ming Tian and Xin Jin[10]and Qingqing 
et.al.[02],we introduce a new composite algorithm : 
                                                      ,)1( nnnnnn xTxz �� ��
  

                                                    ,)1( nnnnnn zTxy �� ��
  

                                                  nnnn yTfFIx )]([1 ��� ��
�  

where  CCT nn ��

 :}{ 1  be a family of uniformly Lipschitz pseudo-contractive mappings and C be a closed 

convex subset of real Hilbert space H, f is a self contraction on C  such that 

yxyfxf ��� �)()( for all Cyx �, and F is k-Lipschitzian and � -strongly monotone operator 

on C , � n�  and � n�  are sequences in [0,1]. 

     Under some certain approximate assumptions on � n�  and � n� , we obtain the convergence theorem for a 
countable family of  pseudo-contractive mappings provided that the interior of the common fixed points is 
nonempty .   No compact- -ness assumption is imposed either on one of the mappings or on C . 
 

III.PRELIMINARIES 

Let C  be a nonempty subset of a real Hilbert space H. The mapping  HCT �: is called Lipshitz or Lipshitz 
continuous if there exists 0�L such that 

                                                            CyxyxLTyTx ����� ,,                                                           

(2.1) 
If 1
L ,then T  is called non-expansive ; and if 1�L , then T  is called contraction . It is easy to see that 
from eqn.(2.1) that every contraction mapping is non-expansive and every non expansive mapping is Lipschitz. 
 A countable family of HCT nn ��


 :}{ 1 is called uniformly Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant 

,1,0 	� nLn if there exists  nn LL 1sup0 	
� such that 

                                                          .1,,, 	����� nCyxyxLyTxT nn  

 A countable family of mappings HCT nn ��

 :}{ 1 is called uniformly closed if *xxn � and 

0�� nnn xTx imply .)(
1

* �
�




�
n

nTFx  

   In the sequel we need the following lemma : 
 Lemma2.1. Assume that � na is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers such that                

0,)1(1 	��
� naa nnnnn ��� , where � n� is a sequence in (0,1),and � n�  is a sequence in R such that  (i) 

�
��


 nn 1
�    

 (ii) 0suplim ��� nn � or ,
0

����


 nn n�� Then .0lim 

�� nn

a  

IV.MAIN RESULT 
 

Theorem3.1.Let C  be a non-empty closed and convex subset of a real Hilbert space H , let 
HCT nn ��


 :}{ 1  be a countable family of uniformly closed and uniformly Lipschitz pseudo contractive 
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mappings with Lipschitzian constants nL , let 1sup0 1 �
� 	 nn LL , with the interior �
�






1

)(
n

nTFA  is non-

empty. Assume that CCf �:  is a contraction with coefficient .10 ��� Let CCF �: be k-Lipschitzian 

continuous and� -strongly monotone operator with k > 0 and� > 0. Let 2
20
k
�� �� and 

.
)

2
(1

2

�
�

�

���
�

�
�



�

��
�

k

 Let � nx  be a sequence generated from an arbitrary Cx �0  by the 

following algorithm :                    ,)1( nnnnnn xTxz �� ��
   

                                                    ,)1( nnnnnn zTxy �� ��
        

                                                        nnnn yTfFIx )]([1 ��� ��
�                                                                                

(3.1)  where  � n�  ,    � n�  and    � n� )1,0(�      satisfying    the  condition 0lim 

�� nn
�  ,  �
��


 nn 1
�    

. Then � nx  converges strongly to .* Ax �  

Proof. Suppose that .Ap� Then from (3.1),we have 

                                           pzTxpy nnnnnn ���
� �� )1(  

                                                            )())(1( pzTpx nnnnn ����
 ��  

                                                           )()()1( pzTpx nnnnn ����� ��  

                                                            )()()1( pTzTpx nnnnnn ����� ��  

                                                            ))1( pzLpx nnnn ����� �� ....                                                  
(3.2)  

Now 

                                          pxTxpz nnnnnn ���
� �� )1(  

                                                            )())(1( pTxTpx nnnnnn ����
 ��  

                                                            )()()1( pTxTpx nnnnnn ����� ��  

                                                            ))1( pxLpx nnnn ����� ��  

                                         pxLpz nnnn ����� )1( ��   

                                          pxpz nn ��� ....                                                                                        

(3.3) 

    Also By (3.2) & (3.3) 

                                          pxLpy nnnn ����� )1( ��  

                                          pxpy nn ��� .....                                                                                          

(3.4) 
    Again 

                      pyTfFIpx nnnn ���
�� )]([1 ���  
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                                           )()())()( pFyTfpFIyTFI nnnnnnn ������� ������  
                                           

)()()()())(( pFpfpfyTfpyTFI nnnnnnn �������� �������  

                                           )()()1( pFpfpyTpyT nnnnnnn �������� �������  

                                            )()()](1[ pFpfpyT nnnn ������� ������  

                                            )()()](1[ pFpfpyL nnn ������� ������  

                                        )()()](1[1 pFpfpxpx nnnn ������� ��������  
By induction, we have 

                                      ;0}
)(

)()(
,max{ 0 	�

�
�

��� n
pFpf

pxpxn ���
��

 

Hence � nx  is bounded , so � ny and� nz  are bounded. Also � nn xT  ,� nn yT and� nn zT  are bounded. 

Further , we shall show that � nx  is Cauchy sequence. 
Consider 

   
nnnnnnnn yTfFIyTfFIxx )]([)]([ 1112 ������ �����
� ����  

                             

))()(())()()(())(( 1111111 nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn yTfyTfyTfyTFyTyTFI �������
 ������� ��������
 
                     

))()()()(.)1( 1111111 nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn yTyTyTfyTFyTyT �������� ������� ���������
 
             )()(.)](1[ 1111 nnnnnnnnnnn yTfyTFyTyT �������� ������� ����    ....                            
(3.5)   Now 
        nnnnnnnnnnnn yTyTyTyTyTyT ����� ������ 111111           

         nnnnnnnnnn yTyTyyLyTyT ����� ���� 1111    ....    
          (3.6)    Again 

              })1{()1( 111111 nnnnnnnnnnnn zTxzTxyy ���� �����
� ������  

              )()()( 111111 nnnnnnnnnnnn xzTxzTxxyy �����
� ������ �� ....    

          (3.7) 

By using (3.6) & (3.7),we have 

 nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn yTyTxzTxzTxxLyTyT ��������� �������� 11111111 )()()( ��  

 

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn yTyTxzTLxzTLxxLyTyT ��������� �������� 11111111 ��
... (3.8)    By using (3.5) & (3.8) ,we have 

nnnnnnnnnnnnnn xzTLxzTLxxLxx ����������� ��������� ���������� 111111112 )]{(1[)](1[
 
                                                                   

nnnn yTyT �� �1 } )()(.1 nnnnnn yTfyTF ���� ��� � .....     (3.9) 

 Let M  be an appropriate constant such that 
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                nnnnnnnn xzTLxzTLM ���	 ���� �� 1111 nnnn yTyT �� �1  
So by using condition (i) and Lemma (2.1), we have 

                                                                     01 ��� nn xx . 

Therefore , we obtain that  � nx  is a Cauchy Sequence . Since C is closed subset of H ,there exists Cx �*  

such that   *xxn � ....                                                                                                                                                            
(3.10) 

Next we show that 0�� nnn xTx . 
From condition (3.1) 
                                                      nnnnnn xTxz �� ��
 )1(  

                                 nnnnnn xzxxT �
��  

                                 nnnnnnnn xxxzxxT ����� �� 11� . 
By using (3.3),we have  
                                011 ������ �� nnnnnnnn xxxxxxT� . 
Thus           
                      0�� nnn xTx  ....        
     (3.11) 

Since �

1}{ nnT are uniformly closed , then from (3.10) and (3.11), we obtain that .)(

1

* ATFx
n

n 
�
�



� The proof 

is complete.
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